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Random trees and probabilistic structures have been considered for a long time, starting
with the pioneering work of Erdős and Rényi in the 1960s. In particular, random trees,
which are of independent interest in probability in the context of branching processes,
occur as search trees in Computer Science. Hence, the analysis of random trees is at the
intersection of probability theory, computer science and combinatorics. Random probabi-
listic structures have also been studied from a computational perspective, where threshold
phenomena are observed in the sense that solving a random problem is either very easy
or extremely difficult. There are new, exciting connections with the theory of spin glasses,
bringing in ideas of statistical physics. In the workshop we focused on such new mathema-
tical developments and their connection with probability theory.

Participants:

48 participants, see
http://www.eurandom.nl/events/workshops/2010/YEPVII/YEPVII.Participants.html

Contributions:

The workshop consisted of two courses, three long talks and 12 contributed talks. The
courses were given each in three lectures of each 120 minutes:

Course: Branching random walks and algorithms



Speaker: Louigi Addario-Berry (McGill University, Montreal)

Abstract: Search trees are one of the most commonly used procedures for storing ordered
date. It turns out that to analyze their average-case performance turns out to be essenti-
ally a problem about extreme positions in branching random walks, which are themselves
fundamental probabilistic objects. I will explain this connection, and the fundamentals of
the analysis of both objects.

Course: Scaling limits for random trees and graphs
Speaker: Christina Goldschmidt (University of Warwick)

Abstract: In the last 20 years, random combinatorial structures and their limits have
been a flourishing area of research in probability. In this course, I hope to show you some
of the beautiful theory that arises when considering scaling limits of random trees and,
more generally, random graphs.

Trees are fundamental objects in combinatorics and the enumeration of different classes
of tree is a classical subject which you have doubtless encountered at some point. We will
take as our basic object the genealogical tree of a Galton-Watson branching process. (As
well as having nice probabilistic properties, this class turns out to include various natural
types of random combinatorial tree in disguise.) In the same way as Brownian motion is
the universal scaling limit for centred random walks of finite step-size variance, it turns
out that all critical Galton-Watson trees with finite offspring variance have a universal
scaling limit, Aldous’ Brownian continuum random tree (CRT). (In fact, this is not just an
analogy!) The CRT is a so-called real tree, a path metric space which is connected and has
no cycles. In the first section of this course, I will discuss the convergence to the CRT (and
what exactly we mean by convergence of a tree). Along the way, we will see that it is very
useful to encode discrete trees using discrete functions. We will make a brief excursion into
Ito’s theory of Brownian excursions, and will see that the CRT is encoded by a standard
Brownian excursion in a way which mirrors the encoding by functions of discrete trees.

The second part of the course will deal with more complicated network structures, in
which we allow cycles. We will focus on a particular model: the Erdős-Rényi random graph.
Since its introduction in 1960, this model has attracted an enormous amount of attention.
The set-up is simple: take n nodes and join any pair of them independently with probability
p. It is natural to consider the resulting graph as a collection of connected components and
to ask about their sizes. It turns out that, if we take p = c/n, there is a phase transition
so that (for large n), below a certain critical value of c, the components are all essentially

”
small“, whereas above it, there is one

”
giant“ component which lives on a positive pro-

portion of the vertices, and all of the other components are small. The finer behaviour at
the critical point has also been studied in some detail and this is the part on which I will
focus. A result of Aldous (who else?!) describes the limits of the rescaled component sizes
at the critical point in terms of the lengths of excursions of a Brownian motion with drift.
In joint work with Louigi Addario-Berry and Nicolas Broutin, we have been able to give a
description of the limiting components as real trees with certain extra connections“which
create the cycle structure for the non-tree components. The distributions which occur are
surprisingly simple and we will be able to use the material developed in the first section of
the course to understand how they arise.

The lang talks (each 90 minutes) were:



Lang talk: Cutting down trees with a Markov chainsaw
Speaker: Nicolas Broutin (INRIA, Rocquencourt)

Abstact: Suppose you’re given a tree and a chainsaw. You cut edges at random, each
time keeping the portion of the tree containing the root. How many times is it necessary to
cut an edge in order for the tree to be reduced to the root? We are interested in studying
this process when the initial tree is random, and distributed like a Galton–Watson tree
conditioned on the size.

We will give a bijective proof of the asymptotic distribution of the number of cuts, hence
short-cutting the current proofs of this result. The road to explaining the bijection and the
main results is a great opportunity introduce many beautiful combinatorial processes on
trees and lattice paths and the continuous counterpart for continuum random trees (CRT)
and Brownian excursions. In particular, we will talk about the Markov chain sampling of
random trees, the birthday paradox, the stick-breacking construction of the CRT, forest
fragmentation processes associated to the additive coalescent, hashing with linear probing,
and Poisson logging of the continuum random tree.

Lang talk: Giant component and cores in random graphs
Speaker: Malwina Luczak (London School of Economics)

Abstract: In this lecture, we discuss the phase transition for the emergence of the giant
component and the k-core in a random (multi)graph on n vertices with a given degree
sequence, as n→ ∞.

Our techniques are based on the analysis of certain balls-and-bins processes, and ex-
ploit the properties of empirical distributions of independent random variables, leading to
simple proofs.

Long talk: Critical behavior in inhomogeneous random graphs
Speaker: Remco van der Hofstad (TU Eindhoven)

Abstract: Empirical findings have shown that many real-world networks share fascina-
ting features. Indeed, many real-world networks are small worlds, in the sense that typical
distances are much smaller than the size of the network. Further, many real-world networks
are scale-free in the sense that there is a high variability in the number of connections of
the elements of the networks. Therefore, such networks are highly inhomogeneous.

Spurred by these empirical findings, models have been proposed for such networks.
In this talk, we shall discuss some of the empirical findings of real-world networks, and
describe a particular class of random graphs, in which edges are present independently
but with unequal edge occupation probabilities that are moderated by appropriate vertex
weights. For such models, it is known precisely when there is a giant component, meaning
that a positive proportion of the vertices is connected to one another.

We discuss what happens at and close to criticality, a problem having strong connections
to statistical mechanics.

We identify the scaling limit of the connected components ordered by their size.
Our results show that, for inhomogeneous random graphs with highly variable vertex

degrees, the critical behavior admits a transition when the third moment of the degrees
turns from finite to infinite. When the third moment is finite, the largest clusters in a graph



of n vertices have size n2/3 and the scaling limit equals that on the Erdős-Rényi random
graph.

When the third moment is infinite, the largest clusters have size to nα for some
α ∈ (1/2, 2/3), and the scaling limit is rather different. Similar phase transitions have
been shown to occur for typical distances in such random graphs when the variance of the
degrees turns from finite to infinite.

Furthermore, 12 contributed talks (each 45 minutes) addressed various probabilistic to-
pics related to random trees and algorithms, in particular fragmentation theory with its
connections to random trees, renewal theory with its connections to branching random
walks, random geometric graphs, random walks with constrains (e.g. loop erased) and with
algebraic contexts, models from statistical physics on random graphs, Markov chain me-
thods addressing coupling techniques and rapidly mixing properties, and applications of
the contraction method to random trees and recursive algorithms.

The contributed talks with abstracts were as follows:

Speaker: Daniel Ahlberg
Title: First-passage percolation in one dimension: Where does the geodesic go?

Abstract: In this talk we consider standard first-passage percolation on the Z×{0, 1, . . . , K−
1}d−1 nearest neighbour graph (which is essentially one-dimensional), for d, K ≥ 1. In the
study of this model, the main interest lies in the random time T(0,n) at which the vertex
n = (n, 0, . . . , 0) is infected by an infection started at the origin (at time 0). This talk
will focus on γ (referred to as a geodesic), which denotes the path from the origin to n of
minimal passage time (chosen by some rule when several exists).

I will present a one-dimansional behaviour, from which the asymptotic behaviour for
T(0,n) and N(0,n), the length of γ, can be well understood. But the behaviour of γ itself
is not well understood. In particular, does P(n/2 ∈ γ)δ as n → ∞ for some δ = δ(K, d)?
If it does, what can be said about δ(K, d) as K→ ∞?

Speaker: Elisabetta Candellero
Title: Phase transitions for random walk, asymptotics on free products of groups

Abstract: Suppose we are given finitely generated groups Γ1, . . . , Γm equipped with irre-
ducible random walks. We assume that the singular expansions of the corresponding Green
functions contain only logarithms or roots as singular terms. We consider transient random
walks on the free product Γ1 ∗ . . . ∗ Γm, and give a complete classification of the possible
asymptotic behaviour of the non-exponential types of n-step return probabilities. They
either inherit a n−λi-law from one of the free factors Γi, or obey a n−3/2-law. Moreover, we
characterize the possible phase transitions of the non-exponential types n−λi in the case
Γ1 ∗ Γ2.

At the end of the talk, I would like to introduce a couple of open problems about the
development of Branching Random Walks on Free Products. (joint work with Lorenz Gilch)

Speaker: Nicolas Curien
Title: Recursive triangulations and fragmentation theory



Abstract: Consider the convex regular polygon with n vertices. A triangulation of this
polygon is a set of n-3 non crossing diagonals that completely triangulates it. We study
random triangulations obtained by adding diagonals progressively, and in particular not
sampled for the uniform measure. We establish the convergence of these random triangu-
lations towards a random closed subset of Hausdorff dimension (

√
17− 3)/2.

Speaker: Sander Dommers
Title: Ising models on power-law random graphs

Abstract: We study a ferromagnetic Ising model on random graphs with a power-law
degree distribution and compute the thermodynamic limit of the pressure when the mean
degree is finite (degree exponent τ > 2), for which the random graph has a tree-like
structure. For this, we adapt and simplify an analysis by Dembo and Montanari, which
assumes finite variance degrees (τ > 3).

We further identify the thermodynamic limits of various physical quantities, such as the
magnetization and the internal energy. Predictions by physicists suggest that the critical
behavior of these quantities depends sensitively on the degree exponent τ > 2. (Joint work
with C. Giardina and R. van der Hofstad)

Speaker: Illes Horvath
Title: Diffusive bounds and central limit theorem for the true (myopic) self-avoiding walk
in three or more dimensions

Abstract: We prove diffusive bounds on the displacement for a class of variants of the
myopic self-avoiding random walk in three or more dimensions. A Central limit theorem
is also proved in certain Gaussian cases using Varadhan’s graded sector condition. (Joint
work with B. Toth and B. Veto)

Speaker: Adrien Joseph
Title: Phase transition for the heights of a fragmentation tree

Abstract: We are given a conservative, discrete-time fragmentation of the interval (0, 1):
each interval present at generation k is fragmented at random (but according to a fixed
distribution independent of the interval and of the generation) into countably many open
intervals which replace the split interval at generation k + 1. All the fragmentations are
supposed to be independent. One then throws n i.i.d. points uniformly distributed on (0, 1).
We are interested in the asymptotics of the first generation when every interval contains
less than j points (where j is a fixed integer) as the number n of points thrown tends to
infinity. We shall see that a phase transition may occur.

Speaker: Matthias Meiners
Title: An almost sure renewal theorem for branching random walks on the line

Abstract: We consider branching random walks (BRWs) on the real line. These pro-
cesses can be seen as generalizations of general (CMJ) branching processes. For the latter
processes, Nerman (1981) proved a renewal-type theorem. In this theorem, the asymptotic
behavior of the paths of general branching processes is determined. We show how an ap-
proach using optional lines, which can be seen as the tree-indexed random walk analog of



stopping times for ordinary random walks, allow us to extend Nerman’s result to BRWs
on the line.

Speaker: Tobias Müller
Title: Hamilton cycles in random geometric graphs

Abstract: Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent, uniformly random points from the unit square
[0, 1]2. I will sketch a proof of the fact that if we add edges between these points one by
one by order of increasing edge length then, with probability tending to 1 as the number of
points n tends to infinity, the first Hamilton cycle (a cycle that visits every point exactly
once) appears at precisely the same time the last vertex of degree less than two disappears.
Time permitting, I will speak about a number of additional results on Hamilton cycles in
random geometric graphs. (joint work with J. Balogh, B. Bollobas, M. Krivelevich and M.
Walters)

Speaker: Eviatar Procaccia
Title: Mutually Excited Random Walk

Abstract: Consider two random walks on Z each eating its own favorite kind of cookie.
The transition probabilities of each walk is dependent on the number of cookies the other
walker has eaten. MERW is an interaction model which introduces non-monotonicity be-
havior that is not caused by traps. We will start with a quick introduction to random walk
in random environment, a subject essential to many of the proofs. We will prove the model
has positive speed and show a way to calculate the speed up to any degree of accuracy.

Speaker: Henning Sulzbach
Title: A new proof of Donsker’s Invariance Principle

Abstract: We give a short introduction to the contraction method and present a new
proof of Donsker’s Invariance Principle using a contraction argument involving an ideal
probability metric of the Zolotarev type in the space of continuous functions on the inter-
val [0, 1].

Speaker: Derek Wan
Title: The supermarket model with memory: rapid mixing by coupling

Abstract: We introduce the supermarket model with memory. We define the mixing
and rapid mixing of Markov Chains, and the coupling technique. We then show that under
certain assumptions, the supermarket model with memory also mixes rapidly.

Speaker: Ariel Yadin
Title: LERW on planar graphs: the scaling limit of a random branch

Abstract: Consider a uniform spanning of a finite graph. It is well known that the
unique path in this tree between two fixed vertices x and y has the same distribution as
the LERW from x to y (Loop-Erased Random Walk).

One can consider this process on a growing sequence of finite subgraphs of Z2. Lawler,
Schramm and Werner proved that the LERW (or random branch) on Z2 converges to



SLE(2). Their proof utilizes the lattice structure.
We prove that this convergence is universal, in the following sense: If G is any planar

graph, such that the random walk on G converges to Brownian motion, then the LERW
on G converges to SLE(2).

This generalizes Lawler, Schramm and Werner’s result to a large class of planar graphs.
A notable example is the (random) graph obtained by taking the infinite component of
super-critical percolation on Z2.

I will not assume prior knowledge of LERW or SLE in this talk.
(Joint work with Amir Yehudayoff)


